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SUMMARY

In volcanoes, topography, shallow heterogeneity, and even shallow morphology can

substantially modify seismic coda signals. Coda waves are an essential tool to moni-

tor eruption dynamics and model volcanic structures jointly and independently from

velocity anomalies: it is thus fundamental to test their spatial sensitivity to seismic

path effects. Here, we apply the Multiple Lapse Time Window Analysis (MLTWA)

to measure the relative importance of scattering attenuation vs absorption at Mount

St. Helens volcano before its 2004 eruption. The results show the characteristic dom-

inance of scattering attenuation in volcanoes at lower frequencies (3 - 6 Hz), while

absorption is the primary attenuation mechanism at 12 Hz and 18 Hz. Scattering

attenuation is similar but seismic absorption is one order of magnitude lower than at

open-conduit volcanoes, like Etna and Kilauea, a typical behaviour of a (relatively)

cool magmatic plumbing system. Still, the seismic albedo (measuring the ratio be-
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tween seismic energy emitted and received from the area) is anomalously-high (0.95)

at 3 Hz. A radiative-transfer forward model of far- and near-field envelopes confirms

this is due to strong near-receiver scattering enhancing anomalous phases in the in-

termediate and late coda across the 1980 debris avalanche and central crater. Only

above this frequency and in the far field diffusion onsets at late lapse times. The

scattering and absorption parameters derived from MLTWA are used as inputs to

construct 2D frequency-dependent bulk sensitivity kernels for the S-wave coda in

the multiple-scattering (using the Energy Transport Equations - ETE) and diffu-

sive (AD, independent of MLTWA results) regimes. At 12 Hz, high coda-attenuation

anomalies characterise the eastern side of the volcano using both kernels, in spa-

tial correlation with low-velocity anomalies from literature. At 3 Hz, the anomalous

albedo, the forward modelling, and the results of the tomographic imaging confirm

that shallow heterogeneity beneath the extended 1980 debris-avalanche and crater

enhance anomalous intermediate and late coda phases, mapping shallow geological

contrasts. We remark the effect this may have on coda-dependent source inversion

and tomography, currently used across the world to image and monitor volcanoes.

At Mount St. Helens, higher frequencies and deep borehole data are necessary to

reconstruct deep volcanic structures with coda waves.
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1 INTRODUCTION1

Mount St. Helens (MSH) is a stratovolcano of the Cascadian volcanic arc, one of the most2

active in the United States. On May 18, 1980, a magnitude-five earthquake triggered the3

collapse of a large sector of the northern part of the volcano, depressurising the hot rocks in4

the volcano’s core. The earthquake unleashed a violent explosive outburst and a subsequent5

Plinian eruption that produced the largest landslide-debris avalanche recorded in historic6

time (Scandone & Malone, 1985). After 18 years of relative quiescence, MSH erupted again7

in 2004, when a lava spine grew upward the crater area, followed by several smaller spines8
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 3

and a whaleback-shaped extrusion (Vallance et al., 2008). An increased level of seismicity9

and the occurrence of seismic swarms are generally a reliable forecasting signal for a volcanic10

eruption; however, the tectonic seismicity in the four years before the 2004 eruption was low11

(both in magnitude and number) and sparse (Moran et al., 2008). Small-magnitude, shallow12

earthquakes occurred only a few days before the growth of a lava dome, followed by an uplift13

of the Crater Glacier, grown in the crater after the 1980 eruption (Schilling et al., 2004).14

The deep, sparse seismicity recorded between 2000 and 2003 seems unrelated to the 200415

eruption, as the volcano was in a near-eruptive equilibrium state long before (Iverson et al.,16

2006). Coda-wave attenuation (Q−1) can map the structures and dynamics underlying such17

heterogeneous seismic patterns.18

Coda waves are random wave-trains, arriving much later than the S-wave direct arrivals19

and holding valuable information about the loss of seismic energy inside the medium. This loss20

is a proxy of the presence of melt and fluids in the crust, tectonic stress, and eruptive behaviour21

of a volcano (De Siena et al., 2016): still, the physical mechanism behind this loss (Q−1) is22

uncertain. The main factors controlling Q−1 are scattering loss due to the heterogeneity in23

the crust (Q−1
s ) and absorption due to anelasticity (Q−1

i ) (Sato et al., 2012). The Multi24

Lapse Time Window Analysis (MLTWA) (Fehler et al., 1992) is the most common method25

to discriminate between these two attenuation mechanisms from seismic data. The technique26

retrieves the Seismic Albedo B0 (ratio between scattering and total coda attenuation, ranging27

between 0 and 1) and the Extinction Length (Le, reciprocal of the total attenuation). These28

quantities can be related to eruptive and tectonic activity as well as to the presence of fluids29

and gasses at lithospheric scale (Mayeda et al., 1992; Canas et al., 1998; Dutta et al., 2004;30

Del Pezzo et al., 2015; Badi et al., 2009).31

The MLTWA is a standard technique in regional settings, where it shows a predominance32

of either scattering or absorption depending on tectonic activity and frequency. As an example,33

in south-central Alaska (Dutta et al., 2004) Q−1
i prevails on Q−1

s at higher frequencies (≥ 3.034

Hz) with a B0 < 0.48 in the frequency range 1.0-6.0 Hz, marking the stability and low35

heterogeneity of the area. The MLTWA results of NE India (Padhy & Subhadra, 2013) have36

a value of B0 higher than 0.5 at low frequencies (f < 3Hz) and lower than 0.5 at high37

frequencies (f > 3Hz). This high albedo values suggest a frequency dependence due to the38

scale length of the lithospheric heterogeneity (about 1 km). In a few volcanic settings, the39

MLTWA results show a similar prevalence of intrinsic absorption over scattering below 10 Hz.40

The typical example is the Canary Island area (Canas et al., 1998) for hypocentral distances41

ranging between 0-80 km and 0-140 km. Nevertheless, in most local volcanoes, the MLTWA42
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results show higher scattering than intrinsic attenuation over the entire frequency spectrum43

(Del Pezzo et al., 2015). Typical examples of this behaviour are Mt. Asama (Prudencio et al.,44

2017) and the Galeras Volcanic Complex (Ugalde et al., 2010). Of particular interest for45

comparison with MSH are volcanoes with glaciers or snow-cover sitting in their caldera/cone,46

like Klyuchevskoi, in Kamchatka (Lemzikov, 2008), Deception Island (Prudencio et al., 2013b)47

and Etna (DelPezzo et al., 2019). Mayeda et al. (1992) show that this is also true in three48

different active volcanic regions at frequencies lower than 6 Hz: Hawaii, Long Valley and49

Central California. In the three regions, absorption dominates at higher frequencies. Open-50

conduit, active and dormant volcanoes mostly show a similar decreasing scattering behaviour51

with increasing frequency. However, intrinsic attenuation, observed at dormant or inactive52

volcanoes, like Mt. Vesuvius (Bianco et al., 1999) and Mt. Fuji (Chung et al., 2009), is one53

order of magnitude lower than in active ones, like Mt. Etna (DelPezzo et al., 2019). Chung54

et al. (2009) interpret this difference as due to the lack of the magmatic activity in the upper55

volcanic structures of Mt. Fuji.56

The results of the MLTWA analysis can be used as input for building 2D and 3D ker-57

nels in Q−1 imaging at regional scale (eg. Obermann et al., 2013; Margerin et al., 2015).58

Kernel-based coda-attenuation techniques have been particularly successful in volcanic areas59

improving imaging and interpretation at all scales (Prudencio et al., 2013a,b, 2015). Typi-60

cally, the sensitivity maxima are at source and station locations, and sensitivity decreases at61

a distance controlled by the extinction length (extinction distance over which the primary S62

wave is decreased by e−1). Del Pezzo et al. (2016) designed diffusive kernels targeting vol-63

canic settings: these kernels are most appropriate for imaging volcanic edifices and shallow64

caldera structures, where even early seismic signals are diffusive (Wegler & Lühr, 2001; De65

Siena et al., 2013). They provide better spatial estimates of sensitivity in highly heterogeneous66

media, as they increase the illumination of the attenuation models recovered in volcanoes and67

are related to the diffusive process. Recent examples are Campi Flegrei caldera, where they68

provide the first seismic image of the primary deformation source (De Siena et al., 2017), and69

Long Valley caldera (Prudencio et al., 2018).70

Still, a diffusive kernel is only applicable if diffusion rules the coda wavefields at the chosen71

lapse times. While volcanoes are often assumed as half-space or layered media, De Siena et al.72

(2013) shows the difficulty of forward-modelling envelopes using a unique scattering regime at73

Campi Flegrei caldera without including vertical or oblique boundaries. The existence of strong74

near-receiver scattering in heterogeneous media can enhance anomalous phases and block the75

onset of diffusion at late lapse times. This is especially true if this scattering couples body and76
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surface waves (Larose et al., 2005a), breaking the hypothesis of bulk propagation underlying77

both MLTWA and sensitivity kernels (Obermann et al., 2013). Sanborn et al. (2017) have78

developed a computer code Radiative3D for seismic radiative transport modelling that can79

be used to test the hypothesis of bulk-wave composition in the coda. The parameters describing80

scattering heterogeneity (velocity fluctuations ε and correlation length a) and absorption suffer81

consistent trade offs when modelling crustal reverberations at the regional scale Cormier &82

Sanborn (2019). The authors show that 3 Hz is the transition frequency between the lower83

scattering (ε2a = constant) and higher scattering ( ε
2

a = constant) regimes in the crust. Using84

Radiative3D to forward model envelopes, researchers can account for both horizontal and85

vertical interfaces, but disregard surface waves. At MSH and without active magma dynamics86

this application can inform if a bulk sensitivity kernel in a half-space is sufficient to forward-87

model recorded envelopes despite the presence of shallow unconsolidated materials.88

To image Q−1 variations in the MSH area and separate scattering from absorption contri-89

butions, De Siena et al. (2016) have used coda-attenuation imaging together with peak-delay90

mapping. Their mapping of Q−1 is based on simplistic ”ray” assumptions, which do not91

model the sensitivity of coda-waves to the multiple-scattering medium. Here, we provide a92

new kernel-based 2D coda attenuation image of the MSH cone and surroundings; to do so, we93

employ the open-access MuRAT package (De Siena et al., 2014), currently available in its 2.094

version - see acknowledgement section. The code uses analytic diffusive kernel functions (Del95

Pezzo et al., 2016) to invert for Q−1 in space, with the inversion matrix being independent96

of frequency. While these kernels have been shown to provide inexact results when applied97

to model envelopes from deep volcanic seismicity (Del Pezzo et al., 2018), they are still an98

improvement of the previous line-regionalisation approach (De Siena et al., 2016). Then, the99

MLTWA results are used as input to reconstruct exact frequency-dependent kernels based on100

the Paasschens’ approximation of the Energy Transport Equation solution in three dimen-101

sions, and for a multiple scattering regime (Paasschens, 1997; Del Pezzo et al., 2018). Q−1 is102

mapped after downscaling the 3D frequency-dependent kernels to 2D, in order to compare the103

results of the two kernel-based inversions and discuss their improvements in terms of (1) data104

fit, (2) resolution, and (3) stability vs ray-dependent attenuation maps of the area (De Siena105

et al., 2014, 2016). The hypotheses underlying both MLTWA and sensitivity kernels are tested106

with radiative transfer simulations in a half space using Radiative3D (Sanborn et al., 2017).107

Coda waves are currently used in source inversion modelling as a proxy of hydrothermal and108

magmatic dynamics for this and other volcanoes (eg Matoza & Chouet, 2010; Matoza et al.,109
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2015); we will thus discuss the impact of our results in the broader framework of source- and110

path-dependent imaging of volcanoes.111

2 GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL SETTINGS112

MSH is located in an atypical position, being 54 km trenchward of Mount Adams, misaligned113

with the rest of the volcanic arc. Regional seismic patterns and geologic features mark a114

NNW-SSE trending ”St. Helens” Seismic Zone (SHZ) (Musumeci et al., 2002). This zone115

extends along a distance of 90km, beneath and to the north of MSH, producing seismic events116

of predominantly dextral slip (Weaver & Smith, 1983). The SHZ is a fault zone with the117

capacity of generating moderate-to-big shallow earthquake (Weaver & Smith, 1983; Stanley118

et al., 1996). This alignment coincides with the contact between the Cascade arc crust and119

the mafic Coast Range basement (Siletz terrane), imaged as the main feeding path for the120

volcano (Parsons et al., 2006). Still, MSH presents eruptive products of various composition,121

from basalt to dacite, indicating one or more upper-crustal magma chambers. In particular,122

magnetotelluric results (Hill et al., 2009a) suggested that the feeding system of the volcano is123

a 15 km depth conduit, which dips east at around 15 km depth to an area of partial melt in124

the mid-crust. Anyway, the complexity of this feeding system is still not well known.125

Seismic velocity tomography is an obvious choice to discriminate between the different126

interpretations of MSH feeding system. Natural earthquakes today are sparse at MSH, effec-127

tively biasing earthquake tomography inversions. Still, in the past the widely spread seismicity128

associated to the 1980 and 2004 eruptions and the installation of new seismic arrays allowed129

to image the volcano using body-wave information (eg Waite & Moran, 2009). Earthquake130

tomography performed by Lees (1992, 2007) found a vertical high-velocity anomaly, inferred131

as an extinct magma body, penetrated by new dykes during the eruption of 1980 (Pallister132

et al., 1992). Later on, Waite & Moran (2009) showed an open system, with a 5 km deep-133

magmatic chamber feeding the 2004 eruption. More recently, the active-source seismic data134

of the iMUSH experiment shed new light on feeding structures (Kiser et al., 2016, 2018). At135

lithospheric scale, the derived seismic velocity studies interpret velocity anomalies in terms of136

lateral migration of the melt from the hotter region of the arc into the cooler forearc (Hansen137

et al., 2016), suggesting a source region in the eastern area towards Mt Adams similar to that138

proposed by Hill et al. (2009b). The iMUSH experiment also revealed a high Vp/Vs anomaly139

sitting beneath the volcano, between 4 -13 km depth (Kiser et al., 2016), interpreted as the140

primary upper-middle crustal magma reservoir. Beneath this reservoir, also extending towards141

SE, a low Vp anomaly column extends from 15 km depth to the Moho, with long-period events142
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 7

located near its boundary (Hansen et al., 2016): these events indicate that the anomaly is as-143

sociated with injection of magmatic fluids. In the same study, two velocity anomalies show144

that there are at least two feeding systems of MSH.145

Even if the improvements in seismic imaging following iMUSH are relevant, active seismic146

imaging using coherent high-frequency waves loses resolution and reliability at depth. This147

bias is due to the presence of high-impedance vertical and lateral contrasts, which may trap148

energy near the surface (De Siena et al., 2016) and hide fluid reservoirs at depth (Eide et al.,149

2018). Coda wave attenuation is a marker of these effects; understanding their sensitivity can150

ideally provide relevant information about the eruptive activity of MSH. Fehler et al. (1988)151

first measured coda attenuation (Q−1) for earthquakes recorded before, during and after the152

eruption of 3-6 September 1981. Q−1 was 20-30 % higher before the eruption than after,153

for frequencies between 6 and 30 Hz. Authors interpreted this behaviour as an increase of154

the opened microcracks, associated with the inflation of the volcano before the eruption. A155

peak of Q−1 near 10 Hz was attributed to scattering attenuation and to the scale length of156

heterogeneity that generates backscattered waves. This behaviour was confirmed two months157

before a volcanic crisis of Nevado del Ruiz volcano (Londono, 1996), just after a period of158

stability of two years. A similar decrease in attenuation, but for direct waves, was observed159

before and after seismic swarms, this time likely induced by the inflation of the magmatic160

chamber ten years after the dome-building eruption in 1986 (Tusa et al., 2004).161

Q−1 mapping, P-wave attenuation tomography and S-wave scattering tomography were162

used to image the MSH volcanic system in both 3D and 2D (De Siena et al., 2014, 2016). The163

volcanic edifice and magma/fluid feeding zones appear as high-frequency high-attenuation164

and high-scattering anomalies. Besides, an almost linear high-scattering and high-attenuation165

zone in the northern sector of the volcano was attributed to the Tertiary marine sediments166

of the St. Helens Seismic Zone (SHZ). At low frequencies (3 Hz and 6 Hz), the authors show167

how high scattering and absorption anomalies were induced by the presence of the MSH 1980168

debris avalanche north and north-west of the volcano, allowing to map the avalanche contours169

(De Siena et al., 2016). This work suggests that shallow heterogeneous layers may bias imaging170

in deep multiple-scattering volcanic settings.171

3 DATA AND METHODS172

The dataset comprises 64 earthquakes occurred between 2000 and November 2003, charac-173

terised by magnitudes ranging from 1.5 to 2.6 and recorded by the Pacific Northwest Seismic174

Network, composed of 14 one-component stations installed in the area (Fig. 1). Even if we175
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have just one component, Fehler et al. (1992) showed how, for the MLTWA and at MSH, the176

results using vertical components and horizontal ones are similar, as coda waves are mainly177

composed of shear energy in the diffusive regime. De Siena et al. (2017) validate the use of178

vertical components to study S-waves in the diffusive regime at Campi Flegrei volcano. The179

authors obtain lapse-time-dependent maps of coda attenuation using vertical and horizontal180

recordings: after the onset of equipartition at 15 s from the origin time of the event the maps181

show identical anomalies. The dataset comprises a selection of stations and waveforms used182

by De Siena et al. (2016) to perform coda attenuation imaging with a line-regionalisation183

approach, using the velocity model of Waite & Moran (2009) to obtain hypocentral distances184

and raypaths (Fig. 2). Seismic stations and earthquakes sample both the upper plumbing185

systems in the interval 0-20 km and the tectonic faults around it, as the SHZ (Fig. 1).186

The seismic waveforms were filtered in four frequency bands, with central frequencies187

(f ) of 3 Hz, 6 Hz, 12 Hz and 18 Hz and bandwidths of one-third of the central frequency.188

Throughout the study, envelopes were computed with a Hilbert transform and smoothed189

with a moving window four times the inverse of the central frequency. The first step of the190

analysis consists in the application of the MLTWA technique, which will highlight frequency-191

dependent differences in the coda wavefield and provide input parameters to model coda192

intensities with the Energy Transport Equations (ETE). We build the attenuation kernels193

using a second analytic diffusive (AD) approximation (Del Pezzo et al., 2016) and compare the194

two spatial sensitivities. Finally, we discuss the inversion methods, specifically their resolution195

and stability for different inversion grids.196

3.1 MLTWA197

Two assumptions are necessary to apply the MLTWA technique: the direct S-wave dominates198

the early portion of an S-wave seismogram; the S-coda comprises scattered S-waves. While in199

its first portion the S-wave amplitude is controlled by the total attenuation of the medium,200

coda-waves are a product of scattering (Sato et al., 2012). We divided the filtered seismograms201

into three time-windows, starting from the S arrival. Picking the S-waves is particularly dif-202

ficult at short distances and inside the volcano; thus, we obtained the theoretical S-wave203

travel-time by multiplying the P-wave travel-time by a min and max Vp/Vs of 1.6 and 1.8.204

The calculated picking set the arrival if the operator picking was outside this interval. The205

time integrals Ek(r) of the seismic energy density E(r, t) in each window k is:206
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 9

Ek(r) =

∫ tk+∆t

tk

E(r, t)dt k = 1...3 (1)

where the energy is still a function of the source-station distance r. For each window we207

define the starting time tk and we set the length to ∆t = 10 s (Fig. 3). We express the wave208

energy decay for each cycle −∆E/E in terms of the total quality factor parameter Q (related209

to the attenuation coefficient η) via the following equation:210

−∆E

E
=

2π

Q
= 2π

(
1

Qi
+

1

Qs

)
=
υη

f
(2)

where υ is the average wave speed, f is the frequency and Qi and Qs are absorption and211

scattering quality factor, respectively. The next step consists in the correction of the energy of212

each window Ek(r) for both the geometrical spreading and the integral of the 10-seconds-long213

normalization window starting at tcoda = 40 s from the origin time of the event: this procedure214

removes source and site effects (Mayeda et al., 1992):215

Eobsk (r) = log10

(
4πr2 Ek(r)∫ tcoda+∆t

tcoda
Ek(r, t)dt

)
(3)

The resulting logarithms are plotted versus distance in the four frequency bands considered216

and fitted to the theoretical normalized energies (Fig. 4). The theoretical curves are modelled217

using the following L2-norm misfit function for a number of waveforms from i to N :218

M(L−1
e , B0) =

N∑
i=1

3∑
k=1

[Eobsk (ri)− Etheok (ri, L
−1
e , B0)]2 (4)

Etheok (ri, L
−1
e , B0) is the theoretical normalized energy computed at distance ri for the219

k-th time-window, fixing the L−1
e and B0 obtained from MLTWA. M is minimised with a grid220

search in the B0 and L−1
e parameter space, and the best-fit values L̂−1

e and B̂0 are given by221

the minima of the function. The isolines of the variable Mnorm = M(L−1
e , B0)/M(L̂−1

e , B̂0)222

give the error estimates on L̂−1
e and B̂0. Being Mnorm an F-variable (Del Pezzo & Bianco,223

2010), we estimated the model parameters using an F distribution (Pisconti et al., 2015), with224

a level of confidence higher than F=0.68. The range of possible solutions for all the frequency225

bands obtained from the misfit function of Eq. 4 are plotted in Fig. 5. For completenes we226

show the results obtained at short hypocentral distances and for the entire hypocentral range227

in Figures A1-A2.228
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10 S. Gabrielli, L. De Siena, F. Napolitano, E. Del Pezzo

3.2 Kernel-based forward model for coda imaging229

Using passive seismicity at Mount St. Helens, a multiple-scattering description of the scatter-230

ing process is necessary (Del Pezzo et al., 2018). We adopt the Paasschens (1997) approxi-231

mation of the Energy Transport Equation (ETE) solution in three dimensions to model the232

spatial sensitivity of coda-attenuation in space. The seismogram energy envelope is:233

E3D
i,j [rij , t] ≈

W0 exp
[
−Le−1vt

]
4πr2

ijv
δ
[
t− rij

v

]
+W0H

[
t− rij

v

]
·(

1− r2ij
v2t2

)1/8

(
4πvt

3B0Le−1

)3/2
· exp

[
−Le−1vt

]
F

vtB0Le
−1

(
1−

r2
ij

v2t2

)3/4
 (5)

where

F [x] = ex
√

1 + 2.026/x

δ and H are the Dirac delta and the Heaviside step functions, respectively. Here, W0 is the234

source energy, v is the seismic velocity (here, used a v = 3.5km/s) and ri,j the 3D source-235

station distance. Using the values of B0 and Le−1 obtained with MLTWA and considering236

an average velocity, we can model both the multiple scattering and diffusive components of237

the theoretical energy envelope recorded at a given source-station distance (Eq. 5). For our238

application, we are interested in the spatial sensitivity of the energy envelope at a given239

lapse-time (the half of the selected coda window), using the hypothesis of Pacheco & Snieder240

(2005):241

K3D
i,j [%, t, B0, Le

−1, v] =

T∫
0

E3D[rs%, τ, B0, Le
−1, v]E3D[r%r, T − τ,B0, Le

−1, v]dτ (6)

where % is the space point with coordinates {i, j, z}, rs% is the point-to-source distance,242

r%r is the point-to-receiver distance, T the lapse time and τ the integration variable.243

The solution is implemented in Del Pezzo et al. (2018) by convolution of the coherent244

(first) and multiple scattering (second) terms in Eq. 5 across an extended grid comprising245

the medium (Fig. 6). To provide a kernel value at the poles at source and station locations,246

we linearly interpolate the kernels using the nearest eight nodes. The total energy loss at247

the station (which always shows the highest sensitivity) normalises the contribution to the248

energy loss at each node of a 2-km-spaced 3D grid. However, we need to obtain 2D spatial249

variations, as (1) the limited array coverage in the period would not allow solving a large 3D250
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 11

inversion problem for the spatial absorption and (2) we could not compare the maps with251

the 2D line-regionalisation approach followed by De Siena et al. (2016), or with the results of252

the 2D analytic diffusive approximation. Thus, for each source-station pair, we down-scaled253

the 3D sensitivity to 2D by averaging on each depth column and then normalising for the254

total weight of the source-station pair. The procedure is similar to that followed by De Siena255

et al. (2016) to downscale their 3D ray-dependent sensitivities to 2D, but is now applied to256

3D kernels. In Fig 7, left, the 2D ETE kernels at 3 Hz and 18 Hz are computed from the 3D257

kernels (Fig. 6).258

The ETE kernels are then compared in the same figure with the 2D kernels obtained259

assuming an analytic diffusive approximation (AD - right) (Del Pezzo et al., 2016):260

f [x, y, xr, yr, xs, ys] =
1

4πδxD2δy
exp

[
−

(x− xr+xs
2 )2

2(δxD)2)
+

(y − yr+ys
2 )2

0.5(δyD)2

]
+

1

2πδxD2δy
exp

[
−(x− xs)2

2(δxD)2
+

(y − ys)2

2(δyD)2

]
+

1

2πδxD2δy
exp

[
−(x− xr)2

2(δxD)2
+

(y − yr)2

2(δyD)2

] (7)

Here, D is the source-station distance, x and y the spatial coordinates, [xr, yr] the station261

coordinates and [xs, ys] the source coordinates. δx and δy are the spatial aperture of the262

weighting function. The AD kernel is effective at reconstructing shallow (< 4 km depth) 2D263

(Del Pezzo et al., 2016; De Siena et al., 2017) volcanic structures using data from active and264

passive surveys; however, Del Pezzo et al. (2018) show that this diffusive approximation does265

not give a satisfactory fit when using passive data sampling both the plumbing system of the266

volcano and crustal areas around it. The difference between the AD and the ETE kernels267

(Fig. 8) highlights the increased sensitivity of the ETE kernels far from source and receiver268

at the expenses of the source-receiver connection.269

3.3 Kernel-based coda inversion270

The waveforms used in the inversion for the spatial distribution of coda attenuation are filtered271

in the same frequency bands of the MLTWA (3 Hz, 6 Hz, 12 Hz and 18 Hz). The envelopes272

are then computed and cut from a lapse time of 20 s in a time window of length 20 s (Fig. 3).273

We obtain Q−1 at each node using a first-order Tikhonov inversion approach.274
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12 S. Gabrielli, L. De Siena, F. Napolitano, E. Del Pezzo

3.3.1 AD inversion275

The L-curve, the log-log plot of the norm of the regularised solution versus the norm of276

the corresponding residual norm, is used to assess the best smoothing parameter for the AD277

inversion (0.09 as shown in Fig. A3, in the Supplementary). We also selected other parameters278

to test the resolution and stability of the model (0.009 and 0.26 - Fig. A3) and we performed279

the corresponding checkerboard tests at various node spacing (Fig. 9). With a damping factor280

of 0.009, anomalies are well recovered in the centre of the model, but artefacts appear due to281

poor ray coverage elsewhere (Fig. A4, in the Supplementary). The value of 0.26 shows very282

few anomalies and looks over-damped (Fig. A5, in the Supplementary). The value of 0.09 gave283

a good compromise between the resolution, stability, and effective reconstruction of anomalies284

for different inputs (Fig. 9).285

3.3.2 ETE inversion286

The L-curve obtained using the ETE kernels (Fig. A6, in the Supplementary) shows that the287

inversion problem for Q−1
c is less constrained than for the AD inversion. The checkerboard288

test has been performed for the ETE kernels using damping parameters of 0.007, 0.07 and289

0.7 (Fig. 10). Only a lower damping value (0.007, left panel) gives sufficient resolution on290

large-scale anomalies across the area, while the other values can only resolve an anomaly291

under the volcanic edifice. The L-curve and checkerboard tests prove that the ETE solution292

is neither resolved nor stable, differently from the AD solution if we choose similar damping293

values (compare Fig. A6 and Fig. A3 in the Supplementary).294

4 FORWARD MODELLING WITH RADIATIVE3D295

Both MLTWA and sensitivity kernels rely on the assumption of bulk sensitivity (no surface296

wave enhancement) in a half space. They both assume no vertical or horizontal variations297

in the scattering properties of the medium. We test these hypotheses simulating vertical298

earthquake recordings for two earthquakes and two stations (Fig. 11a) and for the 3 Hz and299

12 Hz frequency bands. The far-field event (F -red dot) nucleates at 19.9 km depth as a strike-300

slip event (Brocher et al., 2017). Event N is a strike-slip source with hypocenter below the301

central crater at a depth of 2 km (Lehto et al., 2013). Fig. 11 shows the seismograms recorded302

at SHW (on the western side of the volcano - elevation 1.45 km) and YEL (at the top of the303

debris avalanche inside the crater - elevation 1.75 km): the stations are at the same epicentral304

distances in the far field and are affected by approximately the same radiation pattern. In305
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 13

the near-source case, we correct amplitudes for the geometrical spreading difference between306

SHW and YEL but do not remove the differences in radiation patterns.307

At both 3 Hz and 12 Hz we forward model the envelopes in the far (Fig. 11, F) and near308

(N) fields at both stations using Radiative3D. We set up two half space model with average309

crustal parameters: the crustal low-scattering model (LS) and the high-scattering model (HS).310

The parameters used here are not unique, as demonstrated by Przybilla et al. (2009) and311

recently confirmed by Cormier & Sanborn (2019): any combination having constant ε2

a could312

produce the same amount of scattering, leading, e.g.,to similar delays of the S-wave peak. The313

envelope of a Ricker wavelet with central frequency 10 Hz is convolved to the radiative transfer314

envelopes after the simulation. Our scope is to test if a half-space model with no interfaces fits315

envelopes at all stations and frequencies, both for the MLTWA and the late lapse-times chosen316

for the tomographic inversion. We report the wavelengths (λ) corresponding to the LS and317

HS models in the panels showing observations in the far field (Fig. 11b) and near field (Fig.318

11c), respectively. The transport mean free paths and times (TMFP and TMFT) obtained319

for the best fitting model are shown on each seismogram. In Fig. 11b we report TMFP and320

TMFT at 3 Hz for station SHW, as the LS model better fits early coda while the HS model321

performs better at late lapse times. In each simulation we use a total of 140 millions particles322

to stabilise the solutions (Sanborn et al., 2017). At 3 Hz, the near-field wavelength at YEL323

(λ = 0.6) is of the order of the propagation distance (3.8 km).324

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION325

5.1 MLTWA results and correlations with other volcanic areas326

The normalised energy integral results were used across three different ranges of hypocentral327

distances: 0-20 km, 0-50 km, 20-50 km. Fig. 4 shows the behaviour of the three different time328

windows in the four frequency bands for the distance range of 20-50 km. Although we try329

to fit the coherent part (blue line) with a single layer model, it is evident that at least two330

scattering regimes act on our data: the short range scattering (Fig. A1 in the Supplementary)331

for waveforms nucleated in the central plumbing system, and the long range scattering (Fig. 4),332

characterising waveforms produced across the deep tectonic faults surrounding the volcano, as333

the SHZ. This separation is similar to that observed at Mt. Fuji volcano using a much wider334

dataset (Chung et al., 2009). In the short-range regime, no acceptable fit can be obtained335

for the coherent wave at all the frequencies and the solution for the remaining two windows336

collapses to a single one: the wavefield inside the volcanic cone is apparently diffusive at very337
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14 S. Gabrielli, L. De Siena, F. Napolitano, E. Del Pezzo

Frequency (Hz) B0 Le(km) ηi ηs Q−1
i Q−1

s

3 0.95 ±5% 125.0 ±100% 0.0004 ±100% 0.0076 ±4% 0.0007 ±19% 0.0014 ±2%

6 0.50 ±20% 41.6 ±66% 0.0120 ±81% 0.0120 ±48% 0.0011 ±8% 0.0011 ±4%

12 0.35 ±10% 27.8 ±38% 0.0234 ±62% 0.0126 ±50% 0.0011 ±3% 0.0005 ±2%

18 0.25 ±60% 27.8 ±38% 0.0270 ±100% 0.009 ±100% 0.0008 ±3% 0.0002 ±6%

Table 1. MLTWA results in the 20-50 km range.

short lapse times (Wegler & Lühr, 2001). At lower frequencies (3-6Hz) the first window always338

shows higher data variations than the other two windows in all the ranges, a typical result in339

MLTWA analyses (Mayeda et al., 1992; Pisconti et al., 2015; Del Pezzo et al., 2011). We infer340

that this is a radiation pattern effect, most significant in the part of the seismogram where341

the S-wave arrival dominates.342

The MLTWA results in the 20-50 km range show the best fits and revealed a predominance343

of scattering attenuation versus absorption in the MSH area at low frequency: the seismic344

albedo B0 is higher or equal than 0.5 in the 3 Hz and 6 Hz frequency bands (Table 1), a345

typical result in volcanic areas (Ugalde et al., 2010; Prudencio et al., 2013b, 2017; DelPezzo346

et al., 2019). As L−1
e = ηi + ηs, B0 = ηs/L

−1
e , and η(s,i) = 2πf/vQ(s,i), we derived the values347

of Q−1
s and Q−1

i for MSH.348

The results of the MLTWA (Table 1) show (1) a decrease in scattering attenuation (Q−1
s )349

and (2) a constant absorption with increasing frequency. Open-conduit, active and dormant350

volcanoes mostly show a similar decreasing scattering behaviour with increasing frequency351

(eg DelPezzo et al., 2019). However, intrinsic attenuation is one order of magnitude lower at352

dormant or inactive volcanoes, like Mt. Vesuvius (Bianco et al., 1999) and Mt. Fuji (Chung353

et al., 2009), then in active ones. By comparing the obtained Q−1
i and Q−1

s at all frequencies354

we confirm an agreement with the results obtained at Fuji volcano. At least in its pre-eruptive355

stage (until November 2003), Mount St. Helens thus behaves as expected for an andesitic356

volcano in a tectonic setting, with relatively low amount of molten materials in the plumbing357

systems. Neverthless, at the pre-eruptive Mount St. Helens, the seismic albedo (B0) is con-358

sistently higher than at Mt. Fuji at all frequencies. At 3 Hz B0 = 0.95 as never observed in359

other volcanic settings. This result will be interpreted in the following sections.360
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 15

5.2 The trigger of anomalous scattering at 3 Hz361

Our scope in this section is to assess the reliability of the assumptions behind MLTWA and the362

diffusive sensitivity kernels. At 12 Hz, the low-scattering model (Model LS in Fig. 11b, right363

panel, red line) satisfactorily fits intermediate and late coda envelopes in the far field. The coda364

decay is almost identical at the two stations after 20 s, corresponding to about ten times the365

computed transport mean free time (TMFT). Nevertheless, the data recorded at YEL show366

a much wider broadening and dissipation of the coherent wave: while the last phenomenon367

is consistent with forward scattering along the source-station path, the broadening is more368

likely due to near-receiver scattering at YEL, causing coupling of body and surface waves369

(Larose et al., 2005b). This effect is enhanced at 3 Hz (Fig. 11b, left panel): the LS Model370

correctly reproduces the direct arrival and early coda at station SHW but higher amplitudes371

than expected appear in the late coda. The HS model is necessary to fully reproduce the 3 Hz372

envelope at station YEL: significant anomalous phases now appear in the intermediate coda,373

dominating the envelope and breaking the assumptions behind MLTWA. Our hypothesis is374

that the shallow plumbing system, the crater, and the debris avalanche of the 1980 eruption375

immediately act as near-station scatterers for far field observations at YEL. The enhancement376

of scattered surface waves is especially effcient at 3 Hz (wavelength of 1 km or less) as scatterers377

will be located in the first half wavelength from surface (Larose et al., 2005b).378

We get more insight into the scattering processes using the recordings of the near-field379

event (N - Fig. 11c), where the high-scattering model better fits 12 Hz S-wave coda envelopes380

(blue line) at late lapse times. We zoom on the 0-6 s time interval at 12 Hz to highlight381

differences in early and intermediate coda (lowermost right panel): here, anomalous phases382

similar to those observed at 3 Hz in the far field play a significant role in the late coda,383

dominating intermediate coda envelopes at both stations. These time spans are not satisfac-384

torily recovered by our model, likely because both source and receivers are embedded in the385

high scattering medium, where scatterers across the entire depth span can equally enhance386

surface-wave sensitivity (Larose et al., 2005b; Obermann et al., 2013). Fig. 11c (left) shows387

that no fit is achievable at 3 Hz for the whole envelope. The models predict quite well the388

direct wave envelope (see zoom in the lowermost left panel) but surface waves with anomalous389

phases similar to those observed in the far field now dominate the envelope after 3 seconds390

(dotted line), with a measured velocity of 1.775 km/s (the S-wave velocity is 2 m/s).391

These results confirm the likely role of shallow unconsolidated materials in biasing coda392

data at 3 Hz. When the wavelength is of the order of the propagation distance, like in the393

near field , surface waves dominate the coda envelopes. The effect decreases but is still present394
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16 S. Gabrielli, L. De Siena, F. Napolitano, E. Del Pezzo

at higher frequencies, where the HS model only apparently fits late S-coda, especially at YEL395

(Fig. 11, c). The results of MLTWA are thus likely unreliable in the near field under the volcano396

as scattering is too strong to detect any coherent wave produced inside the volcanic edifice397

(Wegler, 2003; King et al., 2017). This scattering affects the assumption behind MLTWA and398

produces the low fit of the coherent wave with the model at all distances (Figures A1-A2).399

The effect is so extreme at short source-station distances that no coherent energy can be400

recognised (Fig. A1). Such biases appear in MLTWA applications of other volcanic areas at401

the regional scale, like those at Mt. Etna (DelPezzo et al., 2019). Differences in scattering402

characteristics between 3 Hz and higher frequencies are reported in several coda-attenuation403

imaging studies of volcanoes, especially in the presence of a volcanic edifice (eg Tramelli et al.,404

2009). Nevertheless, an albedo as high as 0.95 had never been measured in volcanoes. We infer405

that this result is indicative of the biases that the higher scattering in the plumbing system406

and volumes under the debris avalanche will produce on any coda-attenuation imaging when407

using bulk sensitivity kernels or regionalization.408

5.3 Reliability of coda-attenuation kernel imaging in volcanoes.409

The AD kernel functions of Del Pezzo et al. (2016) can be applied in a medium where the410

scattering coefficient ηs falls between 0.04 and 0.8 - indicative of the presence of a diffusive411

(bulk) wavefield. The values obtained by the MLTWA fall below it at all the frequencies,412

but are particularly far from the interval at 3 Hz and 18 Hz. While 18 Hz data could be413

too attenuated to produce valid results at the chosen lapse times, this is not certainly the414

case at 3 Hz. The ETE kernels are computed in 3D for each source-station pair (Fig. 7,415

left). They hypothesise bulk sensitivity only (Obermann et al., 2013) and use the albedo416

and extinction lengths measured via MLTWA as input. These inputs produce no appreciable417

difference in sensitivity at different frequencies (Fig. 7, left). Both the AD and ETE kernels418

show the highest sensitivity around the station and source locations but only the AD kernels419

have consistent sensitivity between the two. By comparing the checkerboard tests and testing420

stability in the two cases (Figs. 9-10 and A3-A6), we observe that, while a diffusive kernel421

models scattering propagation incorrectly for deeper earthquakes, an ETE kernel provides422

less focus on structures between source and receiver. The AD kernels thus over-estimate the423

sensitivity of coda measurements, artificially improving their coverage. The ETE solution is424

representative of the true bulk multiple-scattering process; however, once data are inverted,425

the ETE solution is less stable. In previous section we observed that near-receiver scattering426

enhancing surface waves is a factor biasing imaging also in the far field. The high-attenuation427
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 17

and high-scattering body imaged by De Siena et al. (2016) and recognised as part of the428

debris avalanche of the 1980 eruption remains the predominant anomaly in our 3 Hz kernel-429

based images, even if shifted about 2 km east (Figs. 12 - top left and 13). We remind that430

2 km is our model parametrisation. In the far field, a high-scattering half-space model seems431

sufficient to model late-coda features on the debris avalanche and in the crater at 3 Hz;432

however, we conclude that coda waves are not anymore in the bulk at stations located near433

or on shallow unconsolidated materials, contradicting the hypothesis behind the application434

of the sensitivity kernels.435

Higher frequencies (12 Hz), which are mainly comprised of body waves (Galluzzo et al.,436

2015) and fullfill the half-space approximation, are necessary to scan the interior of the volcano437

with the proposed kernels. Considering the uncertainties on the MLTWA results, ηs falls in438

the diffusive range at 6 Hz and 12 Hz (Del Pezzo et al., 2016). The results of the forward439

modelling confirm that the transport mean free path is sufficiently small to apply the diffusive440

kernels after t=20 s (t � TMFP, Fig. 11), if signal is present. An equipartition test for an441

event nucleated in 2005 far from the volcano (Fig. 14, previously no horizontal components442

were available) shows that this necessary condition for the use of a diffusive approximation443

is satisfied after 20 s. Considering the mentioned instability of the 3 Hz frequency band, we444

plot the energy ratio H2/V 2 against time after filtering between 4 Hz and 18 Hz following445

Hennino et al. (2001). We can notice how the ratio stabilises after 20 s from the origin time446

and for 60 s, even if at values lower than 1.447

We thus interpret the results of the imaging with AD and ETE kernels at 6 Hz and 12 Hz448

in terms of deep structures. Both tomographic models (Figs. 12 and 13) show the progressive449

shift of a high attenuation anomaly from the debris avalanche and southern portions of the450

volcano (6 Hz) to its eastern side (12 Hz). The anomaly at 12 Hz is consistent with the shift451

of the deep plumbing materials towards the east imaged by previous studies (De Siena et al.,452

2016; Kiser et al., 2016, 2018). The results of the 4-km-spaced checkerboard test (Fig. 9)453

demonstrate that, in a diffusive approximation, we can resolve such an extended anomaly.454

While a much wider dataset is necessary to remove tomographic biases, the silver lining for455

coda attenuation imaging may thus be the change in the stable composition of bulk waves at456

higher frequencies (6 Hz and above).457

The results we present are valid for volcano-tectonic earthquakes only. Once a low-period458

source function (3 Hz) has been convolved to the kernels, we will know if, and at which459

depths, we can still recover the low-period source characteristics reconstructed at shallow460

depths in the volcano (eg Matoza et al., 2015). Deeper resonant sources might be invisible in461
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18 S. Gabrielli, L. De Siena, F. Napolitano, E. Del Pezzo

parts of the medium and for given frequency bands due to the scattering characteristics of the462

overlying unconsolidated materials (Moran et al., 2008). Even at shallower depths, the relative463

weight of path effects induced by upper volcanic structures, especially the volumes under the464

unconsolidated debris avalanche, could be higher than what we consider in literature. Our465

results support the view that unconsolidated volcanic media may be as important as fluid and466

magma dynamics in producing seismic coda signals inside the volcano (Bean et al., 2014).467

6 CONCLUSIONS468

The results of the Multiple Lapse Time Window Analysis (MLTWA) show that scattering469

attenuation prevails over absorption at low frequencies (3 - 6 Hz) and absorption dominates470

at higher frequencies (12 - 18 Hz). While the variations of the scattering parameters are similar471

to those observed in other volcanic cones, absorption is one order of magnitude lower than472

at active, open-conduit volcanoes. This tectonic-like feature is characteristic of low-activity473

or dormant volcanoes, like Mt. Fuji. MSH showed no sign of activity during the 2000-2003474

period: the eruption onsets one year after this period (October 2004). The seismic albedo475

at 3 Hz is the highest ever recorded at a volcano, likely due to the unexpected influence of476

near-receiver scattering generating surface waves in the near and far fields.477

We obtained both approximate 2D diffusive sensitivity kernels (AD) and MLTWA-derived478

bulk sensitivity kernels (ETE, computed from the 3D numerical solution of Paasschens (1997)479

approximation). With these kernels, we can test the spatial sensitivity of coda waves at late480

lapse-times and produce 2D tomographic maps. The results of the MLTWA suggest that AD481

imaging can only model coda envelopes at frequencies higher than 3 HZ and late lapse times.482

The MLTWA parameters provide inputs to build the ETE kernels, which were down-scaled483

to 2D in order to over-determine the tomographic inversion. Both kernels depict a shift of the484

highest-attenuation structures from north and south of the volcano to its eastern side with485

increasing frequency, in correspondence with low-velocity anomalies associated to the upper486

magmatic systems. At low frequency (3 Hz and below) we infer that shallow unconsolidated487

volcanic layers as those comprised under the debris avalanche and crater are the cause of:488

(1) the anomalous seismic albedo (0.95); (2) the difficulty in modelling bulk-wave envelopes489

recorded inside the volcanic cone with a half-space model, without including surface waves;490

and (3) the biases in diffusive and multiple-scattering kernel-dependent imaging.491

Source modelling studies acknowledge the need for dedicated near-source arrays for stable492

measurements and reliable inferences of eruption dynamics, in particular, to avoid the influ-493

ence of path attenuation on seismic measurements. This study provides a new understanding of494
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Understanding path biases with coda attenuation 19

the spatial and frequency sensitivity of late seismic signal to lateral heterogeneity. The results495

improve interpretations of the structures retrieved by coda attenuation imaging, once framed496

in the extensive geological and geophysical knowledge about the volcano. The enhanced sensi-497

tivity to near-station unconsolidated volcanic materials compared to source characteristics is498

evident even at very shallow depths at the lowest frequencies. Still, the results are only valid499

for volcano-tectonic sources; resonant source functions need to be embedded in the modelling500

to clarify if these sensitivities are significant when modelling low-period signals, removing501

biases from such crucial measurements of volcanic unrest.502
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Figure 1. The earthquakes (black dots) and seismic stations (triangle) used in this study. The black

line illustrates the St Helens Seismic Zone (SHZ).
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Figure 2. The earthquakes (gray dots) and seismic stations (red triangle) used in this study. The

hypocentral distances are measured along rays computed in the velocity model of Waite & Moran

(2009) by De Siena et al. (2014) using a ray-bending approach.

Figure 3. An earthquake registered at the station LVP on the 08/01/2000. The black lines above the

seismogram show the 4 windows of 10 s used for the MLTWA. Coda waves recorded 20 s after the

origin time (red line) are used in the kernel-based coda inversion.
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Figure 4. Plot of the normalized energy integral versus the hypocentral distance range of 20-50 km:

blue, orange and green dots represent first, second and third window, respectively (Fig. 3), while the

continuous lines are the best fit calculated with the solution of the transport equation in the uniform

half-space assumption.

Figure 5. Gaussian error distribution associated to the MLTWA estimates at 68% (red), 95% (yellow)

and 99% (white) at each frequency.
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Figure 6. Two isosurfaces showing an absolute kernel at 0 km (upper panel) and 4 km (lower) depths.

Station and source locations are shown in the top and bottom panels, respectively. The colourbars

represent the argument of the exponent of the kernel value.
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Figure 7. Comparison between normalised 2D ETE kernels for a single source-station pair (left, top:

3Hz and left, bottom: 18 Hz) and AD kernels (right). Kernel functions are represented as the percentage

contribution of each node to Q−1 for a single source-station pair. Source and receiver are represented

by a black dot and a triangle, respectively.
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Figure 8. Difference between the AD kernels and the 2D ETE approximation at 3 Hz. In blue (nega-

tive), the ETE kernels show a higher sensitivity than the AD, while, in red (positive), the sensitivity

is higher for the AD.
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Figure 9. Checkerboard tests for the AD kernels performed using 4 x 4 km (top) and 8 x 8 km

(bottom) anomalies as input. The test is solved at 3 Hz over a 2 x 2 km spaced regular grid with a

damping parameter of 0.09. A grey mask covers the unresolved anomalies.
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Figure 10. Checkerboard test with 4 x 4 km (upper panel) and 8 x 8 km (lower) anomalies as input,

for the ETE kernels using different damping parameters (left: 0.007; centre: 0.07; right: 0.7). The

seismicity (white dots) and stations (reds triangle) are plotted on all the output results. In the black

square, the value od 0.007 considered for the imaging.
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Figure 11. Radiative tranfer model of far (F) and near (N) fields recordings at stations SHW and

YEL. (a) Earthquakes characteristics and two models (LS and HS) used to reproduce seismogram

envelopes. (b) Far field recordings and envelope models at 3 Hz (left) and 12 Hz (right). On each panel

we report the Transport mean free path (TMFP) and the Transport meand free time (TMFT) of the

best fitting model. (c) Same as panel b in the near field recordings. The lowermost panels a zoom

on the direct wave and early coda. The dotted vertical line (left lowermost panel) marks the onset of

surface waves scattering at 3 Hz.
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Figure 12. Coda attenuation mapping using the AD kernels with a damping parameter of 0.09, at 3

Hz, 6 Hz, 12 Hz, and 18 Hz. Events (white dots) and stations (red triangles) are plotted on the 3 Hz

image. The black dashed line outlines of the debris avalanche of 1980 in our area of interest, at 3 Hz.
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Figure 13. Coda attenuation mapping using the ETE kernels and a damping parameter of 0.007 at 3

Hz, 6 Hz, 12 Hz, and 18 Hz. Events (white dots) and stations (red triangles) are plotted on the 3 Hz

image. The black dashed line outlines of the debris avalanche of 1980 in our area of interest, at 3 Hz.
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Figure 14. Equipartion test for an event recorded at the station STD on the 30/12/2005: (a) observed

seismogram on the E component (b) observed seismogram on the vertical component (c) envelope of

the event from the E component (d) plot of the energy ratio H2/V 2.
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